24th meeting: Paradiso, VIII-X
Friday 10th March 2017
Parliament Hall, South Street, St Andrews
Free entry, Open to the public, All welcome

Programme

11.00 – Introduction and welcome – Dr Robert Wilson (St Andrews)
11.10 – Paradiso Canto VIII – Professor Elena Lombardi (University of Oxford)
12.20 – Lunch Break
14.00 – Paradiso Canto IX – Dr Daragh O’Connell (University College Cork)
15.10 – Break
15.30 – Paradiso Canto X – Professor Peter Hawkins (Yale University)
16.40 – Break
17.00 – 18.00 – Round table discussion – all speakers (in Buchanan Building)

Organised by Robert Wilson and Claudia Rossignoli, Italian Department, School of Modern Languages, University of St Andrews

lecturadantisandreapolitana.wp.st-andrews.ac.uk/
Facebook: Lectura-Dantis-Andreapolitana
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